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by Brad Verreynne

I wanted to give you all a quick heads- up as to some of what I am trusting will take place during ‘our’
(Four12) times together. We are trusting for much in God as you step out and be a part of any of the
amazing conferences, outreaches and equipping ‘events’ coming up in 2016.
I cannot stress enough what a massive role you will all play simply by just pitching up with faith!
Seriously, this is as important, if not more important, than anything that will be preached. People will
ultimately catch WHO we are MORE than WHAT we SAY. You guys are Jesus’ letter, a testimony of the
work of God’s grace in our hearts. As we travel throughout the nations together and our local places
of fellowship, we are putting others before ourselves, giving up time, treasure and talents for God’s
kingdom to advance in others and ourselves! This is in keeping with God’s heart and He will use you
in a mighty way to help form kingdom culture in His people.
So, come ready to love people, to serve as if serving Jesus Himself, to build with me and others as we
preach/teach. You will have as much opportunity as you are ready to bless others when you are
hosted, to pray, to prophecy, to encourage, to envision. Go for it TEAM! Jesus gave His disciples a
pattern when sending them out with the Gospel – Matt. 10:11 “And whatever town or village you
enter, ﬁnd out who is worthy in it and stay there until you depart. As you enter the house, greet it.
And if the house is worthy, let your peace come upon it, but if it is not worthy, let your peace return to
you.” To “greet” and leave “peace” on a house is to give the recipients graciousness, to assume that
they are open to MORE of God. Go boldly. Don’t step back, step up! You are on a mission to bring
God’s kingdom into peoples lives, to destroy the works of the devil and see the power of God break
over people’s marriages, parenting, relationships etc. Trust for the Holy Spirit to have gone before you
and prepared people to open up to you over a coﬀee or supper. Be alert.
Otherwise, always pray. Pray that the churches will be built up and strengthened. What a privilege to
be part of this Four12 ﬁeld of churches where the leaders of churches are saying: “Your kingdom and
will be done, in our lives and in the life of your Church Lord!”
See you in the nations, whether it be a conference, outreach or equipping time! YES LORD!

Love,
A Father in The Field of Four12
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Blessed son. Stoked Husband, super proud Dad. Jesus is in charge. I do my best to stick close! You
can follow Brad on Facebook and Twitter.
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